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ABSTRACT
Detecting emerging issues (e.g., new bugs) timely and precisely is crucial for developers to update their apps. App reviews provide an opportunity to proactively collect user complaints and promptly improve apps’ user experience, in terms of bug fixing and feature refinement. However, the tremendous quantities of reviews and noise words (e.g., misspelled words) increase the difficulties in accurately identifying newly-appearing app issues. In this paper, we propose a novel and automated framework IDEA, which aims to Identify Emerging App issues effectively based on online review analysis. We evaluate IDEA on six popular apps from Google Play and Apple’s App Store, employing the official app changelogs as our ground truth. Experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of IDEA in identifying emerging app issues. Feedback from engineers and product managers shows that 88.9% of them think that the identified issues can facilitate app development in practice. Moreover, we have successfully applied IDEA to several products of Tencent, which serve hundreds of millions of users.
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1 INTRODUCTION
App developers are eager to know what is going on with their apps after published [38]. Timely and precisely identifying the emerging issues of apps is of great help for app developers to update their apps, such as fixing bugs, refining existing features, and adding new functions. User reviews are direct feedback from the users who have experienced the apps, and reflect the instant user experience [33]. The emerging issues detected from user reviews, such as the existing bugs (e.g., crashes) and unfavorable app features (e.g., too many ads) [13], can provide informative evidence for app developers in maintaining their apps and scheduling the app updates. For example, Facebook Messenger received massive one-star ratings (the lowest rating) in August, 2014, accounting for nearly 94% of all its reviews on Apple’s App Store1, and suffered a large loss of users [8], since the version contained severe privacy issues (e.g., accessing the photos and contact numbers in users’ phones). However, such issues had already been flushed out with complaints from over 12,600 user reviews on App Store one month ago. The situation could be effectively alleviated if the emerging issues were timely detected from user reviews. Therefore, user reviews provide an effective and efficient way to identify the emerging issues of apps, which would be a significant help to the developers.

The characteristics of user reviews make accurate issue detection very challenging. First, app reviews are generated everyday in large volume. Manual analysis is prohibitively time-consuming for apps with large numbers of reviews (e.g., Facebook receives more than 10,000 reviews in Google Play every day [2]). Second, app reviews contain numerous noise words, such as misspelled words, repetitive words, and non-English words. Also, they are often shorter in length, since most of them are written by users via mobile terminals. Third, only 30% of the reviews provide informative user opinions for app updates [6]. Furthermore, detailed and newly-appearing app issues are hard to be predefined, because they are diverse for different apps and versions. Previous research mainly focuses on reducing the manual power in extracting software aspects or user preferences, such as establishing dictionaries for preprocessing reviews [42], filtering out non-informative reviews [6], or classifying reviews to predefined topics [40]. However, effectively detecting emerging issues from user reviews has rarely been studied.

We propose a novel and automated framework IDEA for detecting emerging issues/topics2 based on online review analysis. IDEA takes reviews of different versions as input. To track the topic variations over versions, a novel method AOLDA (Adaptively Online Latent Dirichlet Allocation) is employed for generating version-sensitive topic distributions. The emerging topics are then identified based on the typical anomaly detection method. To make the topics comprehensible, IDEA labels each topic with the most relevant phrases and sentences based on an effective ranking scheme considering both semantic relevance and user sentiment. The prioritized topic labels are the app issues identified. Finally, IDEA visualizes the variations of app issues along with versions, and highlights the emerging ones for better understanding.

1The App Store in this paper refers to Apple’s App Store.
2The topics and issues are semantically equal in this paper.
To verify the effectiveness of IDEA, we consider the official app changelogs as ground truth, since they encompass the primary changes of the releases and represent the issues concerned by developers. Our experiments are conducted on six popular apps, with two of them from App Store and the others from Google Play. We compare IDEA with the method based on OLDA (Online Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [1], one classical method for emerging issue detection. Results indicate that the average precision, recall, and F-score of IDEA on the subject apps are 60.4%, 60.3%, and 58.5% respectively, which increases the F-score of the OLDA-based method by 72.0%. We also conduct a user survey in Tencent, indicating that 88.9% of respondents think that the identified issues of IDEA can facilitate app development in practice. Moreover, we apply IDEA to four Tencent3 products which serve hundreds of millions of users worldwide, and confirm the effectiveness and efficiency of IDEA in industrial practice.

The contributions of our paper are elaborated as below.

- We propose a framework called IDEA to automatically identify emerging issues from app reviews effectively. Also, IDEA is an online analysis tool and can process new app reviews in a timely fashion.
- We propose a novel method called AOLDA for online review analysis, which adaptively combines the topics of previous versions to generate topic distributions of current versions.
- We visualize the variations of the captured (emerging) app issues along with versions, with the emerging ones highlighted. We publish the code and review data on website4.
- We verify the effectiveness of IDEA based on the app reviews of six popular apps which are from different categories and platforms. The survey and application in Tencent also validate the performance of our framework in practice.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation and the background of our work. Section 3 outlines the overall picture and details each step involved in the framework. Section 4 illustrates experiment results. Section 5 presents the practical usage of our framework. Section 6 discusses possible limitations, with related work introduced in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.

# 2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

## 2.1 Emerging App Issues

For an app issue to be considered an emerging issue, it must be (heavily) discussed in this time slice but not previously [16]. Figure 1 (a) presents the issue distributions of Facebook Messenger in three periods (March-April, May-June, and July-August), based on the manually labelled 100 review samples from each period. Generally, the issue distributions are nearly consistent along with periods, e.g., from March-April to May-June in Figure 1 (a). However, emerging issues can influence the issue distribution of one period, creating significant differences with those of previous periods in terms of proportion. For example, the proportion of the crash issue presents a huge increase during the July-August period. We further investigate the number of reviews containing the keyword “crash” along with their timing, and present the results in Figure 1 (b). The volume of the crash issue shows a sudden increase around July-August, which signifies that the issue tends to be an emerging issue during that period.

**Definition 2.1 (Emerging Issues in User Reviews).** An issue in a time slice is called an emerging issue if it rarely appears in previous slice but is mentioned by a significant proportion of user reviews in current slice.

In Definition 2.1, the “time slice”, the degree of “rarely”, and the “significant proportion” can be defined according to different situations. For example, the “time slice” in this paper corresponds to the app version. Based on the detected emerging issues, developers can locate the buggy features of their apps efficiently, update the apps accordingly, and ultimately improve the user experience.

![Figure 1: Illustration of emerging issues.](image)

## 2.2 Online Review Analysis

Online review analysis (ORA) is an automated way to acquire and process user reviews in real time as reviews are arrived continuously. As shown in Figure 2, ORA takes the reviews of slice t (current review slice) as input, and outputs analysis results, such as tracking user preference and detecting emerging issues. In this way, the urgent user concerns incarnated by app reviews can be captured by ORA in a timely manner and fed back to developers for instant bug fixing or feature improvement. Thus, ORA is a crucial component in the closed cycle of app development.

![Figure 2: Closed cycle for app development.](image)
Currently, most of the app issues mined from user reviews are manually settled or defined [24, 40, 42], such as privacy and GUI, which are usually general categories. Although such definition facilitates the process of task assignment to individuals, it is unfavorable for detecting newly-presented and more detailed issues (e.g., notification center). Thus, for detecting emerging issues, ORA is a practical way due to its timeliness and no need for predefined issues, which has rarely been studied previously.

2.3 App Changelogs

App changelogs describe the noticeable modifications of the latest versions for attracting users to install and experience new releases. Similar to user reviews, changelogs also correspond to specific versions. Generally, developers write into the changelogs with information related to whether the apps are adding or removing features, and whether the apps have made improvements with certain devices or to specific bugs. Figure 3 illustrates a sample changelog of NOAA Radar Pro, a weather alerts & forecast app in App Store.

Figure 3: Changelog of NOAA Radar Pro. The rectangles highlight two key terms which represent the major changes of Version 3.16.

As Figure 3 indicates, the new version introduces new functionality (i.e., weather reporting) and refines performance issues. The delivered changes exhibit the issues that are concerned by developers. Although the changelogs may not cover all the modifications to the releases, they represent a lower bound and the prominent part of the changes. Hence, changelog is a reasonable ground truth for verifying whether the extracted emerging issues are helpful for developers.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Preprocessing

Since app reviews are generally submitted via mobile terminals and written using limited keyboards, they contain massive noisy words, such as casual words, repetitive words, misspelled words, and non-informative words (e.g., the words simply describing users’ feelings). In the following, we introduce our rule-based methods for formatting words, the phrase extraction process, and our filtering method for reducing non-informative words.

3.1.1 Word Formatting. We first convert all the words in the review collection into lowercase, and then stem each word into its original form. We employ the preprocessing method in [26] for lemmatization. We then replace all digits with "<digit>". Since new terms and casual words would continuously increase in user reviews, we do not employ the dictionaries provided by [42] for avoiding over correction. We adopt the rule-based methods based on [42, 26] to rectify repetitive words, misspelled words, and non-English words.

3.1.2 Phrase Extraction. Since phrases (mainly referring to two consecutive words in our paper) are employed in Part C of IDEA for interpreting topics, they should be extracted in the preprocessing step and trained along with all the other words in Part B. In this way, we can capture the semantics of each phrase, based on which we can label the topics with the most relevant phrases. Since the topic labels in phrases should be meaningful and comprehensible, we use a typical phrase extraction method based on PMI (Pointwise Mutual Information) [35], which is effective in identifying meaningful phrases based on co-occurrence frequencies:

$$PMI(w_i, w_j) = \log \frac{p(w_i|w_j) \cdot p(w_j)}{p(w_i) \cdot p(w_j)}$$

where $p(w_i|w_j)$ indicates the co-occurrence probability of the phrase $w_iw_j$ and $p(w_i)$ (or $p(w_j)$) in the whole review collection. Higher PMI values exhibit that the combination of the two words is more likely to be a meaningful phrase. We extract the meaningful phrases by experimentally set a threshold for PMI. The phrases with PMIs larger than the threshold are extracted.

3.1.3 Filtering. The filtering step aims to reduce the non-informative words, such as emotional words (e.g., “bad” and “nice”), abbreviations (e.g., “asap”), and useless words (e.g., someone). Non-informative words are summarized by two researchers from 1,000 reviews, which are also referred to as predefined stop words. The box below lists 18 of the total 78 non-informative words due to space limitations. The predefined stop words are filtered out together with...
the stop words provided by NLTK [34]. We do not employ the supervised method in [6] for filtering, since in this work labeling massive non-informative reviews requires a great deal of manual effort. Finally, all the remaining words and extracted phrases (where the words in each phrase are connected with “_”) are fed into the next step for emerging topic detection.

Predefined Stop Words: cool, fine, hello, alright, poor, plz, pls, thank, old, new, asap, someone, love, like, bit, annoying, beautiful, dear.

3.2 Emerging Topic Detection

In this section, we aim to detect the emerging topics of current versions by considering the topics in previous versions. We first introduce the proposed method AOLDA for adaptively online topic modeling, from which we capture the topic evolutions along with versions. We then present how we discover the emerging topics (e.g., anomaly topics).

3.2.1 AOLDA - Adaptively Online Latent Dirichlet Allocation.

Online Latent Dirichlet Allocation (OLDA) [1] is a classic method for tracking the topic variations of text streams, which models the topics of texts in one time slice based on the topics of the last slice. However, app reviews are typically short and contain massive noise words. Such review features can influence the topic distributions in consecutive versions with OLDA, and thereby decrease the performance of emerging topic detection. To reduce the influence of noise words and more accurately capture the topic evolution along with versions, we propose an adaptively online topic modeling method, AOLDA. The proposed AOLDA improves OLDA by adaptively combining the topic distributions in previous versions. The details are described below.

The preprocessed reviews are divided by version, denoted as \( R = \{R^1, R^2, ..., R^w, ...\} \) (where \( t \) indicates the \( t \)-th version), and input into AOLDA one by one. In AOLDA, each review is treated as one document. The prior distributions over document-topic and topic-word distributions are defined initially, represented as \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) respectively. \( \beta \) determines the topic distributions of the terms in the input. The number of the topics is specified as \( K \). For the \( k \)-th topic, \( \phi_k^t \) is the probability distribution vector over all the input terms. We introduce the parameter - window size \( w \), which defines the number of previous versions to be considered for analyzing the topic distributions of the current version. The overview of the model AOLDA is depicted in Figure 5.

Different from OLDA, as Figure 5 shown, we adaptively integrate the topic distributions of the previous \( w \) versions, denoted as \( \{\phi_k^{t-1}, \phi_k^{t-2}, ..., \phi_k^{t-w}\} \), for generating the prior \( \beta^t \) of the \( t \)-th version. The adaptive integration refers to summing up the topic distributions of different versions with different weights \( y_{k}^{t,i} \):

\[
\beta_k^t = \sum_{i=1}^{w} y_{k}^{t,i} \phi_k^{t-i},
\]

(2)

where \( i \) denotes the \( i \)-th previous version (\( 1 \leq i \leq w \)). The weight \( y_{k}^{t,i} \) is determined by the similarity of the \( k \)-th topic between the \( (t-i) \)-th version and the \( (t-1) \)-th version, which is calculated by the softmax function [39]:

\[
y_{k}^{t,i} = \frac{\exp(\phi_k^{t-1} \cdot \beta_k^{t-1})}{\sum_{j=1}^{w} \exp(\phi_k^{t-j} \cdot \beta_k^{t-1})},
\]

(3)

where the dot product \( (\phi_k^{t-1} \cdot \beta_k^{t-1}) \) computes the similarity between the topic distribution \( \phi_k^{t-1} \) and the prior of the \( (t-1) \)-th version \( \beta_k^{t-1} \). Such adaptive integration can endowed the topics of the previous versions with different contributions to the topic distributions of the current version.

3.2.2 Anomaly Discovery.

Based on the captured topic evolution by AOLDA, we identify the anomaly topics which present obvious differences with those of the previous versions. The identified anomaly topics are regarded as emerging topics. To obtain the difference of the \( k \)-th topics between two consecutive versions, e.g., \( \phi_k^t \) and \( \phi_k^{t-1} \), we employ the classic Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence [19]. JS divergence measures the similarity between the two probability distributions:

\[
D_{JS}(\phi_k^t || \phi_k^{t-1}) = \frac{1}{2} D_{KL}(\phi_k^t || M) + \frac{1}{2} D_{KL}(\phi_k^{t-1} || M),
\]

(4)

where \( M = \frac{1}{2}(\phi_k^t + \phi_k^{t-1}) \). The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence \( D_{KL} \) is utilized to measure the discrimination from one probability distribution \( P \) to another \( Q \), computed by:

\[
D_{KL}(P||Q) = \sum_{i} P(i) \log(P(i)/Q(i)),
\]

(5)

where \( P(i) \) is the \( i \)-th item in \( P \). Higher JS divergence indicates that the two topic distributions have a larger difference.

Based on the computed divergences \( D_{JS} \) between the topics of consecutive versions, we capture anomaly topics by leveraging a typical outlier detection method [37]. The method assumes that the divergences follow a Gaussian distribution with the mean and variance at \( \mu \) and \( \sigma^2 \) respectively. The anomaly topics are then detected by setting a threshold \( \delta \). For the \( t \)-th version, the threshold \( \delta^t \) is dynamically defined according to the following steps.
1. We compute $D_{JS}$ of the previous $w$ versions for each topic, which generates a $w \times K$ matrix (where $K$ is the number of topics).

2. We compute the mean $\mu$ and variance $\sigma^2$ of all the values in the computed $D_{JS}$ matrix.

3. We set the threshold $\delta^t$ as $\delta^t = \mu + 1.25\sigma$, where the coefficient $1.25^5$ is experimentally set for accepting $10\%$ of topics as anomaly topics, as shown in Figure 6.

For the $t$-th version, the topics with divergences higher than the defined threshold $\delta^t$ are regarded as emerging topics.

![Figure 6: Gaussian distribution for anomaly discovery. The shaded area means the integral of the Gaussian distribution, which equals 90%. The topics with divergence larger than $\delta^t$ are considered as emerging topics.](image)

### 3.3 Topic Interpretation

The topics based on AOLDA are represented as the probability distributions over all the input terms. One snapshot of the top five terms to each topic is illustrated in Table 1. By only observing a few words, it would be non-trivial for developers to capture the meaning of the topics. In this section, we aim to interpret the topics automatically. To interpret each topic, we can utilize words, phrases, sentences, or entire reviews. However, single words may be ambiguous in semantics and cannot display the complete meanings of the topic. For example, we list the top five relevant words for each of the four topics of YouTube, as shown in Table 1, although both the words “video” and “work” are most relevant to Topics 2 and 4, these two topics may deliver different meanings, e.g., Topic 2 is related to the video descriptions and Topic 4 is about loading videos. Moreover, one review may complain about several issues. Therefore, topic labels in words or reviews disappear all the time. Videos don’t post. Videos don’t load. Stories don’t load. Stories disappear all the time. Therefore, topic labels in words or reviews may not be helpful in accurately capturing the semantics of the topics. To render the topics comprehensible, we employ the most relevant phrases and sentences to label each topic in this section.

#### 3.3.1 Candidate Extraction. We obtain candidate phrases and sentences for labeling topics.

**Phrase Candidate:** The candidates of the phrase labels are generated based on the extracted phrases in Section 3.1. **Three rules** are employed to identify more meaningful phrases: 1) Length limit: The length of each word in the phrase should be no less than three; 2) Stop word limit: The phrase should not contain words that are in the stop word list of NLTK [34]; and 3) Part-Of-Speech limit: The phrase should include at least one noun or verb, and no adverbs (e.g., “here”) or determiners (e.g., “the”).

**Sentence Candidate:** We employ the reviews before the filtering step in Section 3.1, starting by chunking them into sentences based on NLTK’s punkt tokenizer [36]. Then we retrieve sentences with more than four words, during which the noisy sentences (such as as so far so bad and great one) are filtered out. The remaining sentences are regarded as our sentence candidates.

**Semantic Score:** Good topic labels should cover the latent meaning of the topic [30]. The semantic score measures the semantic similarity between the candidate and the topic. Moreover, the labels of different topics should be discriminative and cover different aspects of input reviews, instead of delivering overlapping information. Hence, the semantic score of one candidate involves the semantic similarity to the target topic and also the semantic similarities to all the other topics. A good topic label should be similar to the target topic and also different from the other topics in semantics.

We employ the method in [30] to measure the semantic similarity between one phrase candidate $a$ and the target topic $\phi_k^t$, defined as:

$$sim(a, \phi_k^t) = -D_{KL}(a||\phi_k^t)$$

$$\approx \sum_w p(w|\phi_k^t) \log \frac{p(a, w|C)}{p(a|C)p(w|C)},$$

(6)

where $p(w|\phi_k^t)$ is the probability of term $w$ in the topic distribution $\phi_k^t$. $p(a, w|C)$ and $p(a|C)$ denote the percentages of the terms $w$ and $a$ in the whole review collection $C$, respectively. The $p(a, w|C)$ indicates the co-occurrence probability of the two terms $a$ and $w$ in the collection $C$. For the sentence candidates $s$, we utilize Equation (7) to calculate the similarity.

$$sim(s, \phi_k^t) = -D_{KL}(s||\phi_k^t)$$

$$\approx \sum_w p(w|\phi_k^t) \log \frac{p(w|s)/\text{len}(s)}{p(w|\phi_k^t)},$$

(7)

where $p(w|s)$ can be calculated by the term frequency of $w$ in the sentence $s$. The semantic score is then defined by combining $sim(l, \phi_k^t)$ with the similarity scores to other topics $\sum_{j\neq k} sim(l, \phi_j^t)$, which means the label $l$ should be semantic close to the topic distribution $\phi_k^t$ and discriminate from other topic distributions.

$$Score_{sem}(l, \phi_k^t) = sim(l, \phi_k^t) - \frac{\mu}{K-1} \sum_{j\neq k} sim(l, \phi_j^t),$$

(8)

**Table 1: Top five terms for each topic of YouTube.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Topic 1</th>
<th>Topic 2</th>
<th>Topic 3</th>
<th>Topic 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>comment</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>back</td>
<td>load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>say</td>
<td>video</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>also</td>
<td>even</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reply</td>
<td>also</td>
<td>button</td>
<td>also</td>
<td>even</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coefficient can be adjusted according to the percentage of anomaly topics to be discovered. We use $1.25$ here for accepting $10\%$ of the total topics as anomalies.
where $l$ can be a phrase candidate $a$ or sentence candidate $s$, and $K$ is the number of topics. The parameter $\mu$ is utilized to adjust the penalty for the semantic similarities to other topics. Larger $\mu$ signifies that the candidates that are more different from other topics.

**Sentiment Score:** The topic labels should reflect users’ concerns. Generally, the reviews with low ratings tend to express poor user experience and app issues [6], and the reviews with longer lengths are more likely to provide valuable information to developers. Therefore, we compute the sentiment score $\text{Score}_{\text{sen}}$ of one candidate $l$ by combining the user ratings and review lengths:

$$\text{Score}_{\text{sen}}(l) = \exp(-\frac{r_l}{\log(h_l)}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $l$ can be a phrase candidate or sentence candidate. $r$ and $h$ denote the average user rating and the average word length of the reviews containing $l$, respectively.

**Overall Score:** We prioritize the candidates for each topic based on their semantic scores and sentiment scores. The overall score $\text{Score}(l, \phi_k^t)$ is defined as:

$$\text{Score}(l, \phi_k^t) = \text{Score}_{\text{sen}}(l, \phi_k^t) + \lambda \text{Score}_{\text{sen}}(l),$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where the weight $\lambda$ is to balance the two aspects. In this manner, all the topics including the detected emerging topics are labeled with the prioritized candidates. The topic labels are the identified app issues. For each topic, there is a trade off between the number of prioritized labels and the cost of user comprehension (e.g., too many labels usually spend users more time in understanding the meaning of the topic). According to the survey [43], three labels are the moderate choice for users to comprehend the topics. Therefore, for one topic, we choose the three most relevant phrases and sentences respectively as labels for each topic.

3.4 Visualization

In this part, we visualize the evolution of app issues (i.e., topic labels) along with versions for better understanding. We employ an issue river to display issue variations. Figure 7 presents one example of YouTube for iOS. All the app issues constitute one river and each branch of the river indicates one topic. By moving the mouse over one topic, one can track detailed issue changes along with versions, where the emerging issues are highlighted as shown in Figure 7. The app issues with wider branches are of greater concern to users, where the width of the $k$-th branch in the $t$-th version is defined as:

$$\text{width}^t_k = \sum_a \log \text{Count}(a) \times \text{Score}_{\text{sen}}(a),$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $\text{Count}(a)$ is the count of the phrase label $a$ in the review collection of the $t$-th version, and $\text{Score}_{\text{sen}}(a)$ denotes the sentiment score of the label $a$.

4 EXPERIMENTATION

We evaluate the performance of IDEA in identifying emerging app issues based on case studies. In this section, we explain how we select the subject apps for experiments, the performance metrics, and finally the comparison results of different methods. We focus on answering the following three research questions.

**RQ1:** What is the performance of IDEA in identifying emerging app issues?
**RQ2:** Can IDEA achieve better performance compared with other methods?
**RQ3:** How do different parameter settings impact the performance of IDEA?

4.1 Dataset

We select the subject apps based on the following four criteria: The apps are i) popular apps in the app markets - indicating that the developers would update their apps regularly and the user reviews can be collected from several consecutive versions; ii) apps from different categories and platforms - to ensure the generalization of the proposed framework; iii) apps with enough user reviews - which necessitates an automated analysis; and iv) apps with detailed changelogs for most versions - to facilitate our validation process. To obtain apps that satisfy the first three criteria, we randomly inspect the apps ranked in the top 100 on either App Store or Google Play according to App Annie [2], an app analytics platform. Only the apps with more than 2,000 US reviews [6] are inspected further, since significant effort is required for manual analysis. To filter out the apps that do not meet the fourth criterion, we check the historical changelogs of these apps. We eliminate apps with more than five successive sketchy changelogs, i.e., the changelogs provide no details related to what functionality had been changed or how the user experience was being affected. One example of sketchy changelogs is “Multiple bug fixes and improvements across the entire app”, where the bugs and improvement are not concrete enough for verifying prioritized app issues. Finally, we select six subject apps, with the details illustrated in Table 2.

In Table 2, we list the subject apps with the app name, category, platform, the number of reviews crawled, and the number of versions in the review collection. Overall, we obtain 164,026 reviews (from August 2016 to April 2017) for the six apps, from 89 versions in total. The apps are distributed in different categories, with two...
of them from App Store and the others from Google Play. With multiple categories and platforms, the generalization of IDEA can be ensured.

4.2 Performance Metrics

The app changelogs, i.e., our ground truth, are collected from App Annie. Since the prioritized issues of IDEA are in phrases and sentences, we manually extract key terms from these changelogs for verification. One example is illustrated in Table 6, with the key terms highlighted. For each key term in changelogs, we validate whether the term is covered by the prioritized issues. Since the word2vec model [31] can accurately capture the semantic meanings of input terms based on their vector representations, we obtain the cosine similarities between each key term and the phrase-level issues based on the model. The key term is considered covered if its similarity to one of the issues is larger than 0.6 [18]. For sentence-level issues, we split the sentences into terms (including phrases and words) and verify whether the key term in changelogs can be covered in a similar way. We employ such semi-automatic evaluation method to facilitate parameter adjustment and comparison with other methods.

We employ three performance metrics\(^6\) for verifying the effectiveness of IDEA. The first metric is for measuring the accuracy in detecting emerging issues, defined as \(\text{Precision}_E\). The second is to evaluate whether our prioritized app issues (including both emerging and non-emerging issues) reflect the changes mentioned in the changelogs, defined as \(\text{Recall}_L\). We introduce the third metric \(F_{\text{hybrid}}\) to measure the balance between \(\text{Precision}_E\) and \(\text{Recall}_L\). Higher values of \(F_{\text{hybrid}}\) indicate that changelogs are more precisely covered by detected emerging issues and more changelogs are reflected in the prioritized issues.

\[
\text{Precision}_E = \frac{|E \cap G|}{|E|}, \quad \text{Recall}_L = \frac{|L \cap G|}{|G|}, \\
F_{\text{hybrid}} = 2 \times \frac{\text{Precision}_E \times \text{Recall}_L}{\text{Precision}_E + \text{Recall}_L}.
\]

where \(E\), \(G\), and \(L\) are three sets, containing the detected emerging issues, the key terms in the changelogs, and all app issues (including both emerging and non-emerging issues), respectively. \(I(\cdot)\) denotes the number of the issues in \(\cdot\). During evaluation, we experimentally set the parameters as \(w = 3\), \(K = 10\), \(\lambda = 0.5\), \(PMI = 5\), and \(\mu = 0.75\). We also initialize \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) with 0.1 and 0.01, respectively.

\(^6\)We do not involve \(\text{Recall}_L\) for validation since changelogs possibly include partial emerging issues. Also, \(\text{Precision}_E\) cannot be considered because changelogs may cover items other than user-concerned issues. Here, \(\text{Precision}_E\) and \(\text{Recall}_L\) measure the precision of the emerging issues and coverage rate of changelogs by all the extracted issues respectively, which are consistent with the standards and convincing for this task.

4.3 Result of RQ1: Case Study

In this part, we evaluate the performance of IDEA by employing a case study on YouTube. We first present the results of the version-sensitive topic distributions based on AOLDA, then exhibit the prioritized labels to interpret the topics, and finally illustrate the performance of the proposed framework on YouTube.

4.3.1 Result of AOLDA. Table 3 depicts the example topic-word distributions based on AOLDA, where the top five words are listed for each topic. According to the table, the general meanings of the topics are consistent along with versions. For example, Topic 1 is related to the video for all the three versions, and Topic 2 is constantly related to the user interface. However, for one topic, the specific meanings may be distinguished in the three versions. Take Topic 1 as an example. The topic may discuss the video description/link for version 11.07, while it talks about “click”-related things in version 11.10. It would be very laborious for developers to comprehend topics based on the top words. Therefore, we conduct automatic topic interpretation in the next step.

4.3.2 Result of Topic Interpretation. Table 4 illustrates the prioritized phrases for labeling topics, where only one of the three labels is listed for saving space. The highlighted labels in Table 4 are the emerging app issues detected by the anomaly discovery method in Section 3.2.2. Topic 1 of version 11.07 is interpreted as “description box”, which is consistent with the meaning of that topic in Table 3 intuitively. Table 5 illustrates the ranked sentence for labeling each topic. Although phrase labels can be quickly understood, we discover that sentence labels can detail the information conveyed by phrases and interpret the topics more comprehensively. For example, the sentence label of Topic 1 for version 11.07 (i.e., “…click a link in the description…”) provides more details than the corresponding phrase label (“description box”) in Table 4. With both issues in phrases and sentences, developers can efficiently spot and locate specific app issues. To help developers gain better understanding, we visualize the identified issues along with versions in Figure 7. By moving the mouse over Topic 10 of version 11.15, we can observe both phrase-level and sentence-level issues, among which the emerging ones are highlighted. Developers can readily track the changes of each topic and discover urgent issues in a timely manner.

4.3.3 Performance Evaluation. We collect the ground truth of YouTube based on the method in Section 4.2. Table 6 displays part of the changelogs. We manually inspect whether the identified app issues of one version can be reflected in the changelogs of the next version. According to Table 6, version 11.10 improves the user...
Table 4: Topic labels in phrases for YouTube. The highlighted ones indicate detected emerging issues. The value after each label is the overall score of the label.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sentence score</th>
<th>Document score</th>
<th>Notification center</th>
<th>PrecisionE</th>
<th>RecallL</th>
<th>Fhybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>user interface: 1.25</td>
<td>split screen: 1.19</td>
<td>home screen: 1.12</td>
<td>notation center: 1.35</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>battery drain: 0.99</td>
<td>performance improvement: 1.41</td>
<td>screen: 1.25</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(1) Fixed bug where accessibility (2) Moved home tab into navigation bar for iPad in landscape mode (3) Fixed bug that prevented URLs in video descriptions from opening</td>
<td>home screen: 1.18</td>
<td>home screen: 1.18</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>cpu usage: 0.571</td>
<td>(4) Bug fixes and stability improvements</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>main page: 1.11</td>
<td>home screen: 1.11</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>long period: 0.92</td>
<td>home screen: 1.18</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>bring back: 1.14</td>
<td>nothing happens: 1.55</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ten minutes: 1.14</td>
<td>home screen: 1.18</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>screen: 1.25</td>
<td>buffer forever: 1.03</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>home screen: 1.07</td>
<td>home page: 1.29</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Topic labels in sentences for YouTube. The highlighted ones are the detected emerging issues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sentence score</th>
<th>Document score</th>
<th>Notification center</th>
<th>PrecisionE</th>
<th>RecallL</th>
<th>Fhybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I mean it work but why do you take off where you would check a link in the description and it doesn’t even let me go through the video: 0.00</td>
<td>It say error every time I try to reply back to a comment: 0.52</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>But right now the lack of multitasking has actually make it a better experience to use YouTube in safari: 0.79</td>
<td>Add split view and slide over but no picture in picture: 1.36</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Please fix this app this bug and that playback error: 0.80</td>
<td>But YouTube please release a fix for overheat issue on other iPhone and the battery drain just too ridiculous: 0.45</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Changelog of YouTube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>22-Mar-16</td>
<td>(1) Added side over and split view support (2) Moved home tab into navigation bar for iPad in landscape mode (3) Fixed bug that prevented URLs in video descriptions from opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>29-Mar-16</td>
<td>(1) Fixed bug where accessibility isOverlaid over the same elements (2) Fixed issue where the video couldn’t be entered after completing (3) Bug fixes and stability improvements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Count of posts and views related to the battery issue in YouTube iOS forum.

4.4 Result of RQ2: Comparison Results with Different Methods

For validating the performance of AOLDA in IDEA, we choose the typical method for online topic modeling - OLDA [1]. For evaluating the proposed topic labeling method in Section 3.3.2, we also compare with the method only considering the sentiment score for labeling (denoted as IDEA-R), and the method only considering the semantic score for labeling (denoted as IDEA-S). For clarity, our proposed framework is represented as IDEA+. Table 7 illustrates the comparison results on the six subject apps. We discuss the performance of IDEA from three aspects in the following subsections.

Table 7: Comparison result of different methods on six subject apps. The value under each app name indicates the average number of reviews across the versions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App Name</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Phrase</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Fhybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>OLDA</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA-S</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA-R</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>0.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viber</td>
<td>OLDA</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA-S</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA-R</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebay</td>
<td>OLDA</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA-S</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA-R</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwifKey</td>
<td>OLDA</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.651</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA-S</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA-R</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.1 Issues in Phrases v.s. Issues in Sentences. According to the results of IDEA+ in Table 7, issues in sentences can attain better performance than those in phrases by 30.7%, 52.5%, and 43.2% in Precision, Recall, and Fhybrid on average respectively. This may be attributed to the fact that sentences can deliver more detailed and complete information than phrases (explained in Section 4.3.2), and
thereby cover more key terms in changelogs. Focusing on the metric \( F_{\text{hybrid}} \), employing sentence-level issues improves the properties of using phrase-level issues by \( 2.7\% \sim 1.56 \) times. For \( \text{Precision}_E \), the issues in sentences increase those in phrases by \( 16.7\% \sim 1.8 \) times. The negative increase only occurs to the app NOAA Radar, which may be because the small datasets of the app (512 reviews per version) introduce instability for our framework [23]. For the metric \( \text{Recall}_L \), \( \text{IDEA}^* \) shows an increase range of \( 7.1\% \sim 1.1 \) times. Overall, sentence-level issues can better represent app issues, and we employ such issue representations for comparing with different methods in the following.

4.4.2 AOLDA v.s. OLDA. On average, \( \text{IDEA}^* \) achieves 0.604, 0.603, and 0.585 for \( \text{Precision}_E \), \( \text{Recall}_L \), and \( F_{\text{hybrid}} \) respectively, while the OLDA-based method only obtains 0.407, 0.560, and 0.431 for the three metrics. Considering the metric \( F_{\text{hybrid}} \), AOLDA enhances the performance of OLDA by \( 2.1\% \sim 3.08 \) times, where OLDA presents the poorest performance (0.129) on the app with the largest quantity of reviews (e.g., Clean Master with 6,332 reviews per version). For the metrics \( \text{Precision}_E \) and \( \text{Recall}_L \), our framework can improve the performance by \( -1.1\% \sim 2.33 \) times and \( 0.3\% \sim 18.4\% \) respectively. Although \( \text{IDEA}^* \) exhibits a slightly lower \( \text{Precision}_E \) than the OLDA-based method for the app NOAA Radar, it shows better performance in both \( F_{\text{hybrid}} \) and \( \text{Recall}_L \), which indicates that our framework can well balance the precision and recall in issue detection.

4.4.3 IDEAVS. Different Topic Labeling Methods. We discover that \( \text{IDEA}^* \) can achieve better performance than \( \text{IDEA-R} \) and present the increase rates at \( 7.1\%, 7.3\%, \) and \( 7.7\% \) on average for the three metrics respectively. For \( F_{\text{hybrid}} \), our framework improves \( \text{IDEA-R} \) by \( 3.4\% \sim 14.0\% \). When compared with \( \text{IDEA-S} \), our framework increases by \( 34.9\%, 10.4\%, \) and \( 20.7\% \) on average in \( \text{Precision}_E \), \( \text{Recall}_L \), and \( F_{\text{hybrid}} \), respectively. Therefore, both the user sentiment and semantic similarity should be considered for topic labeling.

4.5 RQ3: Effect of Different Parameter Settings

In this part, we demonstrate the impact of different parameter settings on the performance of our framework. We focus on analyzing two important parameters, including the window size \( w \) and the number of topics \( K \). We also explain how we choose the parameters in our experiments.

4.5.1 Window Size. Figure 9 illustrates the results of different window sizes on two apps, including YouTube and Ebay. For both apps, the values of \( F_{\text{hybrid}} \) present an inverted “U” shape for both phrase-level and sentence-level issues. We attribute this to the reason that the topic distributions of the current version are strongly dependent on those of the previous versions. When the window size is set relatively small, the detected issues of current versions may be more divergent and unstable. However, larger window sizes may weaken the distinction of app issues among versions, which is unfavorable for detecting the emerging issues. Since \( w = 3 \) can achieve the best performance on our datasets (indicated in Figure 9), we set the window size as three in our experiments.

4.5.2 The Number of Topics. Generally, the topic number should be defined according to the size of the review collection [3]. In \( \text{IDEA} \), a larger topic number can bring more prioritized app issues, which can cover more changelogs (i.e., increasing \( \text{Recall}_L \)). However, more app issues may be a double-edged sword, since the metric \( \text{Precision}_E \) can be decreased. Figure 10 shows the results of different topic numbers on two apps, including NOAA Radar and Ebay. For Ebay (on average 3,943 reviews per version), the values of \( F_{\text{hybrid}} \) display an ascending tendency in both phrase-level and sentence-level issues. But for NOAA Radar (on average 523 reviews per version), a larger topic number will reduce the performance when using phrase-level issues. To better balance the precision and recall, we set the topic number as 10 during experiments.

5 IDEA IN PRACTICE

In this section, we explore the performance of \( \text{IDEA} \) in practice. First, we introduce a user survey conducted in Tencent. Then we describe the successful application of \( \text{IDEA} \) in Tencent’s products.

5.1 User Survey

To further demonstrate the significance and effectiveness of our work, we conduct a user study among 45 staff in Tencent, with 29 developers (64.4%), five data analysts (11.1%), four product managers (8.9%), three maintenance engineers (6.7%), one test engineer (2.2%), and three from other positions (6.7%). The user study is conducted through an online questionnaire, which consists of six questions: one question on participants’ background, four questions for experimental assessment, and one question for understanding their attitude towards such automatic analysis.

5.1.1 Changelogs as Ground Truth. We interview the participants about their opinions of using changelogs as ground truth, since changelogs may only include partial changes of the releases. The survey results indicate that 31 (68.9%) of the interviewees agree that changelogs can reflect modified issues of the new releases, and 10 (22.2%) of them indicate a strong approval. Moreover, 88.9% of participants think that changelogs embody the user concerns of the previous releases, with 11.1% echoing strong agreement. Since our framework aims to prioritize app issues based on user reviews, using changelogs as ground truth is reasonable.

5.1.2 Effectiveness of Our Framework. During the survey, we validate our framework in terms of three aspects: the presentation
style of IDEA’s results, the performance achieved by our framework, and the significance of such automatic analysis. The survey results indicate that 75.6% of participants think the visualization with an issue river is comprehensible for them, while the phrase-level issues (only with the approval rate at 11.1%) are considered more difficult to understand than sentence-level issues (with an approval rate of 37.8%). For inquiring about their opinions of the performance of IDEA, we present the example results of WizNote [44] with Precision_E and F_hybrid at 50%–60%. According to the survey, 88.9% of the interviewees think that the performance is acceptable in practical usage, and 31.1% strongly approve of such performance. In addition, all the participants think such automatic analysis of detecting emerging issues is significant for app development, with 73.3% of them strongly agreeing with this sentiment. These results provide strong evidence of the effectiveness of our framework.

5.2 Successful Story in Industrial Practice
Team X of Tencent aims to provide developers with abnormal events report and operation statistics of 20+ apps of Tencent. Traditional review analysis in X requires lots of manpower. With the increasing quantities of app reviews and the onslaught of spam in user reviews, X has been seeking a means of automatic analysis. We have successfully applied IDEA into X to maintain four apps with review quantities at 500–5,000 per day. The four apps serve hundreds of millions of users worldwide, and their quality is very important for the company. IDEA obtains user reviews by the hour or day based on the review collection API provided by X. The collected reviews are grouped by versions and processed in real time. The detected emerging issues are fed back to developers for further analysis.

In July of 2017, App Y encountered a serious problem when the content search service was not available for a period of time, and received a sudden increase in the amount of user feedback. With IDEA, the team X quickly identified the issue and reported it to the development team. The team also confirmed this issue.

Moreover, IDEA can efficiently analyze large numbers of reviews. We deploy IDEA on a PC with Intel(R) Xeon E5-2620v2 CPU (2.10 GHz, 6 cores) and 16GB RAM. For 36,000 product reviews per version, IDEA achieves a high throughput (nearly 160 reviews per second), and only consumes 1.02GB of memory on average. Overall, IDEA is proved to be effective and efficient in quickly pinpointing urgent app issues for developers in the industrial practice.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
First, we only select six subject apps for validating our framework and the apps represent a tiny portion of all apps on app markets. Since we utilize user reviews for detecting emerging issues, our methods can be easily applied to other apps, even those with other languages. Also, we alleviate this threat by choosing the apps from different categories and platforms. Second, the number of user reviews can impact the performance of IDEA. However, since small datasets can be easily analyzed manually, our framework aims for automatic analysis of large review datasets. We also mitigate this threat by selecting apps with different quantities of user reviews (on average 523–6,332 reviews per version). Third, the topic number should be manually defined, which can influence the performance of our framework. Such a threat stems from the original topic modeling method [4], which is still a great challenge in academia [45]. In this paper, we alleviate this threat by testing on different topic numbers (introduced in Section 4.5.2). In practice, we can employ heuristic approaches [45] to determine the optimal topic number.

7 RELATED WORK

7.1 App Review Mining
Some previous work [12, 20] focuses on identifying users’ major concerns or preferences from app reviews [28]. Different from these work, where the reviews are manually analyzed, there exists some research which extracts app issues automatically. For example, [17, 42] design frameworks for automatic retrieval of mobile app feature requests from reviews. Mcilroy et al. [29] contribute to automatically assigning multiple labels to each review. Although the work [40, 25, 14] classify app reviews into different categories for recommending software updates, they mainly analyze static reviews and pay little attention to tracking issue changes. In [21, 9, 15, 27], the authors analyze variations in app ratings, prices, or review sizes along with time, but the issues are neither identified automatically nor studied online. Similarly, online review analysis is not the focus of Gao et al.’s work [10, 11]. There also exists some work [13] focusing on analyzing the parts of apps that are loved by users. Different from previous efforts, our work aims to detect the emerging issues automatically and dynamically. We employ changelogs for verifying effectiveness of our framework. Moreover, we present app issues in an interactive and comprehensible manner.

7.2 Emerging Topic Detection
There are research efforts focused on detecting emerging topics in social media, such as Twitter [5] and Microblog [7]. Online topic models [1, 22] are the typical methods for discovering burst topics. We are the first to apply online topic modeling methods into app reviews, and we improve on previous work by proposing a novel AOLDA. AOLDA can adaptively combine the topics in previous app versions and greatly enhances the performance of OLDA [1].

8 CONCLUSION
Timely and effectively detecting app issues is crucial for app developers. We propose IDEA, a novel framework for automatically identifying emerging issues from user reviews. Our framework can be easily applied to text-based online detection tasks and report emerging issues timely. Industrial practice also validates the effectiveness of IDEA. In the future, we will refine IDEA to be capable of defining the topic number automatically, and make IDEA a distributed algorithm for supporting ultra-large-scale datasets.
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